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Abstract 
Choffrut, C., Rational relations and rational series, Theoretical Computer Science 98 (1992) 5-13. 
The series in the noncommuting indeterminates A whose coefficients belong to the special semiring 
K = Rat B* of rational subsets of a free monoid B* can be identified with the rational relations of the 
free monoid A* into B*. More precisely, we address two issues concerning the K-series that are 
rational: first, the so-called Fatou extensions relating rational series over two different semirings and 
second some decidability results such as intersection, finiteness and equality. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of rational series mainly deals with the case when the set K of the 
coefficients is a field or, at least, a ring. The structure of a semiring is too loose to allow 
any reasonable result (apart from some formal ones) to hold in all cases. This paper 
concentrates on the series whose coefficients belong to the special semiring Rat B* of 
rational subsets of a free monoid B*. These series naturally arise when studying 
rational relations of two free monoids A* and B* with which they can be identified. 
Thus, not only does this approach provide a natural semiring that is not a ring - 
Rat B* -, but also some properties on rational relations can be interpreted as 
properties on rational series with coefficients in Rat B* and vice versa (one striking 
example is Hashiguchi’s decidability result on automata with distance functions). 
In this paper we address two issues. The first concerns Fatou extensions, i.e., those 
rational series over a subsemiring K, G Rat B* whose coefficients belong to a sub- 
semiring K2 E K1. The second deals with the usual decidability questions, such as the 
finiteness of the set of coefficients of a series and the equivalence and intersection of 
two series. In both cases we prove a new result and pose some new problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
We mainly adopt the terminology of [3] concerning semirings, rational and 
recognizable series. The reader may also refer to [7] for a slightly different exposition 
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of the theory. Here we just recall what is necessary for our purpose without giving any 
justification. 
2.1. Free monoids 
Given a set A (or alphabet) consisting of letters, A* denotes the free monoid it 
generates. The elements of A* are words. Given a word w E A*, we denote by 1 WI its 
length and, for all letters a E A, we denote by 1 w la the number of occurrences of the 
letter a in w: IwI=~,~~IwI,. Th e empty word, denoted by 1, is the word of length 0. 
The free semigroup A+ generated by A is the subsemigroup A* of all nonempty words: 
A+=A*-(1). 
Example 2.1. Let A = {a, b, c} and consider the word w =acabac. Then [WI, = 3, 
Iwlb=l, lwlC=2 and Iwl=6. 
2.2. Rational series - rational relations 
The notion of a semiring K generalizes that of a ring (cf. [7, p. 122]), the basic 
difference being that the inverse of an element for the addition does not necessarily 
exist. We denote by K (( A)) the set of all K-series in the indeterminates A over the 
semiring of coejicients K (or simply series, when K is understood), i.e., the set of all 
functions of A* into K. Equivalently, this is the set of all formal sums with coefficients 
in K: CJ = CxeA* a(x)x. The support of a series CJ E K (( A)) is the subset supp(g) of all 
elements x E A* associated with a nonzero coefficient: 
supp(o)={x~A* I a(x)#O}. 
Example 2.2. With A = {a, b} the support of the N-series c = CXeA* (I x Ia - Ix Ib)?x is 
the set of all words having different numbers of occurrences of a’s and b’s. 
The family RatK A* of all rational K-series is the least family W of K-series 
containing all series of finite support and satisfying the following conditions: 
(2.1) if 0 and r belong to 2 then so does their sum a+z defined by: 
for all XE A*: (0+5)(x)=C(x)+z(x); 
(2.2) if CJ and T belong to 9 then so does their product it defined by: 
for all XE A*: (am)= c a(y)z(z); 
.X=y.? 
(2.3) if c belongs to 9 then so does its star CT* defined by: 
for all XEA*: (a*)(x)= 1 fl(x1)...4x,), 
X=X*...Xn 
with the convention that (D*)(X) = 1 whenever n =O; 
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(2.4) if cr belongs to 2 and k E K then so does its scalar product ka defined by: 
for all x E A*: (kc)(x) = k(o(x)). 
Example 2.3. (1) Let A = {a, 6) and consider the N-series G=C~~_.,*(JXI,-_IX~~)‘X and 
~=CxeA*(I~lA~l~)~. Then 
a+4z= c Ix(2x. 
.Xe.4* 
(2) Let A={ } d a an consider the N-series r~=C~~e a”. Then 
0*= 1 (n+l)a”. 
!I>0 
(3) Let A={a,b} and consider the N-series c~=C~>~b”a and ~=x~~~b”. Then 
(T*T= c Ix/,x. 
XEA’ 
Of particular importance in this work is K = Rat B*. 
Now we recall the definition of rational subsets of an arbitrary monoid M. The 
family Rat M of all rational subsets of M is the least family W of subsets of M that 
contains the singletons {m}, where mu M and that satisfies the following conditions: 
(2.5) if X and Y belong to B then so does their sum (or set union) 
X+Y={XEMIXEXO~XEY}; 
(2.6) if X and Y belong to .@ then so does their product 
xY={xy~M IXEX and YE Y}; 
(2.7) if X belongs to S? then so does its star 
X*=(x,...x,~M~forsomen30andx~~X,i=l,..., n}, 
with the convention xi . ..x.,= 1 whenever n =O. 
In fact, we are interested in the case M = Rat A* x B* that can be identified with 
Rat, A*, where K = Rat B*, in the following way (cf. [2, Theorem III, 7.11): 
(2.8) if XE Rat A* x B* then we have o~Rat, A*, where 
for all XEA*, a(x)={y~B*l(x,y)~X}~Rat~A*. 
Conversely, 
(2.9) if (r E RatK A* then we have 
{(x,y)~A*xB*Iy~o(x)}~RatA*xB*. 
Example 2.4. Let A = {a, b} and B= (t}. Consider the rational relation X = {(a, 1) + 
(a, r)+(b, l)}*. Then the corresponding series is D = CxoA* (1 + t + ... + F)x. 
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Conversely, if G =CxEAf(t2’r’.+“‘,~Jh )x then the corresponding rational relation is 
x= {(a, P)+(b, t3)}*. 
2.3. Recognizable series 
A K-series a is recognizable if and only if there exist an integer n, a semigroup 
morphism ,u:A++K’*“” and two vectors i and y such that, for all the words x E A+, 
(2.10) a(x)=I.p(x)y. 
The set of recognizable K-series is denoted by RecK A*. The triple (2, CL, y) is a linear 
representation of a and n is its dimension. We say that p recognizes a. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that A1 = 1 and ii=0 for i=2, . . . . n and that yn= 1 and 
yi=O for i= l,..., n - 1. Thus, (2.10) may be replaced by 
(2.11) 4x)=+)1,. 
For all a E A and i, j E { 1, . . , n} it is convenient to represent k = p(a)ij by i : j. More 
(I 
generally, a path taking i to j is a sequence 
ko kl km-1 
c: i=iOdi,-...i,_ldj=i, 
0, a2 a. 
with na0 and p(a,)i,_Ii,=kir_, for r= 1, . . ..n. 
We also write 
k,k,...k,_, 
c: i-------j. 
(IIUz...un 
The word a, a2.. a, is the label of the path and the scalar k0 kI . . . k, _ 1 is its value. The 
null path corresponds to n=O and has value 0. With this terminology, the coefficient 
a(x) in (2.11) is the sum of the values of all paths labelled by x and taking 1 to n. 
Example 2.5. Consider A = {a, b}, n= 2 and p(a)= (A : ), p(b)=( A -:). Then 
(P~)12=I40-l4*~ 
The equivalence between rational and recognizable series is due to Schtitzenberger 
([3], Corollary II, 2.51 or [7, Theorem VII, 5.11): 
Theorem 2.6. 
Ret, A* = Ratx A*. 
3. Subsemirings of Rat B* 
As noted in the introduction we are mainly concerned with the semirings that 
naturally arise when studying rational relations. Thus, the subsemirings that we 
consider are those of Rat B*. We denote by FinB* the subsemiring of all finite 
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Fig. 1. 
subsets of Rat B* and by InfB* the subsemiring consisting of the empty subset, the 
subset reduced to the empty word and all infinite rational subsets. 
When B is reduced to one letter b then the subsemiring Rat b* enjoys specific 
properties such as being commutative. Furthermore, all rational subsets have star 
height 1. Another interesting subsemiring of Rat b* is the embedding of the “tropical” 
subsemiring JV, which was introduced in a different framework for counting purposes 
(cf. [16]). This latter semiring is defined as the set N of nonnegative integers, with its 
usual ordering along with the element co interpreted as the infinite. Its two operations 
of addition @ and multiplication @ satisfy the following conditions: 
x@y=x+y withx@co=cc@x=cc for all x E N 
Observe that the identity of the addition is cc and the identity of the multiplication is 
0. The above embedding of ,K into Rat b* is obtained by assigning b”b* to all n for 
n>O and 0 to n= co. 
To summarize, we use the following notations (cf. Fig. 1): 
K,=K<B>, K,=RatB*, K,=InfB*, 
K3 = Rat b*, Kq=Infb*, K, = Fin B*, K,=A?. 
4. Fatou extensions 
The question in its more general terms can be stated as follows: Let K be 
a subsemiring of the semiring K’. Is it true that all rational K’-series with coefficients 
in K are rational K-series? Equivalently, does Rat,, A* n K ‘* E Rat, A* hold? 
Example 4.1. The Z-series (T of Example 2.2 is rational and has coefficients in N; 
however, it is not a rational N-series (cf. [3, p. 933). 
The first example of a Fatou extension is illustrated by the following theorem 
proved for one-letter alphabets in [S] and extended to several-letter alphabets in [9]: 
Theorem 4.2. Let CJ be a rational Q-series whose coeficients are in L. Then CJ is 
a rational Z-series. 
The same questions can be raised concerning the different subsemirings of the 
previous section. The answer is straightforward in all cases except for K = K0 and 
K’= K1, which seems to be an open question, and for K = K4 and K’= K3, where the 
answer is negative as we shall see. 
Indeed, consider A = (a} and let u be the series that associates with every akE A*, 
k >O, the subset b* - {b’ ( k < i < 2k} E Rat b*. Consider the morphism: 
Then G is rational since o(x)= r(,)i2 + \~(.x)~~ for all XEA*. Assume, by contradiction, 
that it can be recognized by a morphism p with entries in Inf b*. Let n be its dimension 
and { 1,. .., n) the indices of its rows and columns and assume, without loss of 
generality, that a(x) =(,LM),, holds for all x E A*. Some path of length m>n and of 
infinite value passes through a loop whose value is different from 1: 
with X1 . .X, # 1 and where for some 06 i<jdm, the following conditions hold: 
x,_, . ..x. 
Yi=qj, qi - qj, Xi+ 1 . . . Xj is infinite and contains 1. (1,-t 
First observe that no loop, occurring in a path of infinite value, may have value 1. 
Indeed, if this were the case then for some fixed integers r>O, s>O, all the subsets 
o(ar+ks) for an arbitrary k, contain a fixed infinite rational subset. For sufficiently large 
k this violates the definition of 0. Second, if the value of no loop contains 1, then 
min jk > 01 bkEa(a”)) is bounded from below by 1.m for some strictly positive real 3.. As 
a result of these last remarks, if we consider a path of value different from 1 as in (4.1), 
we may assume that Xi+ 1.. . Xj is infinite and contains 1. Since all rational subsets of 
b* are ultimately periodic, there exists an integer p > 0 that does not depend on k, such 
that for all r 3 p there exists r < s < r + p satisfying b”EX s o(am+k(j-i)). Choose k so 
thatitsatisfiesm+k(j-i)>p.Thenforsomem+k(j-i)ds<m+k(j-i)+pwehave 
~EX~O(am+kWi) ). This contradicts the definition of g. 
Question. Is it true that all rational K ((B))-series with coefficients in Rat B* are 
rational Rat B*-series‘? 
5. Decision properties 
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The most usual decision properties concerning rational K-series are the following: 
EQUALITY: 
INTERSECTION: 
FINITENESS: 
Given two rational K-series (T and z, decide whether or not they are 
equal, i.e., whether or not o(x) = r(x) holds for all x E A*? 
Given two rational K-series 0 and t, decide whether or not, for some 
word x, they have the same coefficient, i.e., whether or not a(x) = r(x) 
holds for some x E A*? 
Given a rational K-series 0, decide whether or not it has finitely 
many coefficients, i.e., whether or not {c(x) E K 1 x E A*} is finite? 
EQUALITY is decidable when K is a field (cf. [7, Theorem VI, 8.11) and so is FINITENESS 
when K = Q (cf. [14] or [3, Corollary VI, 2.6]), while INTERSECTION is not decidable 
when K = N (cf. [7, Theorem VI, 12.11). 
Using a standard encoding of the Post Correspondence Problem it is known that 
none of these problems is decidable in the case of the subsemirings K = Rat B*, where 
B consists of at least 2 elements (cf. [2]). When B is reduced to one element b, it was 
proved that EQUALITY and FINITENESS are undecidable (cf. [l, lo]). We shall now prove 
that INTERSECTION is undecidable for B = Fin b*. 
Proposition 5.1. Given two rational F-series c and z, it is undecidable whether or not 
there exists some word x for which 0(x)=5(x) holds. 
Proof. The proof follows the same pattern as the case when K is the semiring N (cf. [7, 
VI. 12.11). Indeed, it is based on the existence of a faithful representation of A* by 
2 x 2-matrices in the semiring 9. 
Claim 1. Assume A= {a, b}. Then morphism q: A*+FZX2 defined by the two matrices 
and qb= 
is one-to-one. 
Indeed, it suffices to verify that for all words x = Cl . . . c, we have 
1 8 
qc1...cn= x b” 3 ( 1 
where b’-’ EX if and only if ci= b. 
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Claim 2. Given two rational q-series o and T in the indeterminates r, there exists 
a rational F-series p satisfying the following conditions: 
(5.1) suPP(p)=suPP(4usuPPb); 
(5.2) for all w~supp(p), p(w) contains exactly one element. 
(5.3) for all WEE*, ifp(w)=bk then for all b’Eo(w)uT(w), k>i holds; 
Let p (resp. v) recognize the series o (resp. r) and let m be an integer such that for all 
elements b’ of an entry in the matrices I or V(N) (ct E r), m > r holds. Then it suffices 
to define for all w E A*, p(w)= b”‘“’ y(w), where y is the characteristic series of the 
rational subset supp(a)usupp(r). 
In order to simplify the notations, for all 1 d i62 and 1 Q j<2 we replace (i, j) by 
2*(i-l)+j-1. Thus, e.g., p3 stands for p2,2 and p2 stands for ,~r,~. With this 
convention we have the following claim. 
Claim 3. Let p, v: r*+k r2x2 be two representations. Then there exist four rational 
F-series pi (i = 0, . . . , 3) that are efSectively computable from p and v, such that by posing 
3 
ji= C pi~i and V= i pivi, 
i=O i=O 
the following holds for all w E r * : 
,u(w)=v(w) ifand only if F(w)=v(w). 
Indeed, it suffices to set p. = 1 and to define inductively pi as being a rational series 
satisfying Claim 2 for pope+ ... +pi-ipi-i and pnvo+ ... +pi_lvi_1. 
We are now in a position to prove the proposition. Letf; g:T*+A* be an instance 
of Post Correspondence Problem, i.e., two morphisms from an arbitrary free monoid 
r* into a free monoid A* generated by two letters. We are asked whether or not there 
exists a word w E r* such that f(w) = g(w). Then, using Claim 1 this amounts to the 
existence of some w E r* such that qf(w)=qg(w). But this again is equivalent to 
Fjf(w)=~~(w) for some WET*. 0 
When K =_A! FINITENESS is decidable because of [12]. 
Questions. Is EQUALITY decidable for the semiring J@? Is INTERSECTION decidable for 
the semiring A!? 
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